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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a novel approach to improve speaker modeling
using knowledge transferred from face representation. In particular,
we are interested in learning a discriminative metric which allows
speaker turns to be compared directly, which is beneficial for tasks
such as diarization and dialogue analysis. Our method improves
the embedding space of speaker turns by applying maximum mean
discrepancy loss tominimize the disparity between the distributions
of facial and acoustic embedded features. This approach aims to
discover the shared underlying structure of the two embedded
spaces, thus enabling the transfer of knowledge from the richer
face representation to the counterpart in speech. Experiments are
conducted on broadcast TV news datasets, REPERE and ETAPE,
to demonstrate the validity of our method. Quantitative results
in verification and clustering tasks show promising improvement,
especially in cases where speaker turns are short or the training
data size is limited.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Learning speaker turn representation is the fundamental problem
to enable comparing or clustering speech segments for multimedia
indexing or interactive dialogue analysis. State-of-the-art Gaussian-
based methods such as Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [8]
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Figure 1: Overview of our proposed method. Face embed-
ding model is pretrained and used to guide the training of
speaker turn embeddingmodel through domain adaptation.
or Gaussian divergence [2] have been shown to be successful in
contents where the speech signal is mostly prepared and clean, the
number of speakers is limited, and the duration of speaker turn is
more than 2 seconds on average [19, 21, 25]. When these conditions
are not valid, in particular the assumption of speaker turn duration,
the quality of speaker diarization deteriorates [29], which was the
case in TV series or movies [4, 9] or in human-robot interactions
where backchannels and short answers/utterances are very fre-
quent. In this paper, we propose an approach to improve speaker
turn representation by combining recent deep metric learning ad-
vances [5] with the adaptation of the face embedding domain.
As person analysis in multimedia content is multimodal by na-
ture, significant effort has been devoted to using one modality to im-
prove another. In person diarization, one can either use labels from
the modality with superior performance to correct the other [3, 6]
or perform audio-visual clustering jointly [12, 28] For speaker iden-
tification, early fusion of features is proposed in [18, 26] but it is
only suitable for supervised tasks with small dataset. Other works
in audio-visual combination include co-training in active speaker
detection [7] or transfer learning in speech recognition [22].
In our work, we emphasize on improving the embedding space
directly using the knowledge of the other modality through domain
adaptation, in contrast to the aforementioned works focusing on
aggregating two streams of information. Although domain adapta-
tion is applied on a wide range of computer vision tasks [11, 27],
to our best knowledge we are the first to apply it across acoustic
and visual domains. An overview of our framework is illustrated
in Fig. 1. First, we rely on the state-of-the-art advances in deep
face embedding [24, 30]. Indeed recently, learning face embeddings
has made significant achievements in all tasks, including recogni-
tion, verification, and clustering [24, 30]. On the acoustic domain,
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we employ the speaker turn embedding trained with triplet loss
(TristouNet) in [5], which achieved improvement on short utter-
ances. By projecting both acoustic signals and face images into a
common hypersphere, one can unify the two embedding spaces,
thus enabling the knowledge to be shared across modalities. The
discrepancy between the two domains is formulated as an added
regularizing term which measures the differences between two
distributions of embedding features. Following works in visual do-
main adaptation [1, 11, 27], we opt for maximum mean discrepancy
(MMD) loss [15], which is a non-parametric approach to compare
distributions, as non-parametric representations are well-suited for
complex multimodal data in high-dimensional spaces.
Our motivation for crossmodal adaptation is twofold. First, we
can point to the difference in training data of two modalities. There
are hundreds of thousands images from thousands identities in any
standard face dataset. However, collecting labeled speech data is
very challenging because we cannot use Internet search engines
similarly to face images in [24, 34] and manual labeling speech
segments is much more costly. Thus, we aim at mitigating the
need for massive datasets and take advantage of pretrained face
embeddings through domain adaptation.
Second, we can observe that although one cannot find the exact
voice of a person given only a face, however, if given a small set
of candidates, it is possible to pick a voice which is more likely to
come from the given face than other voices. This means that there
are shared commonalities between the two embedding spaces such
as age, gender, or ethnicity; i.e. if a group of people share common
facial traits, we expect their voices to also share common acoustic
features. We hypothesize that these commonalities can be enforced
through the distributions of the two embedded features. Thus by
creating a regularizing term so that the distribution of speaker turn
embedded features is as close as that of face embedded features, we
can improve the performance of the speaker turn embedding.
We demonstrate the method through experiments conducted on
2 datasets REPERE and ETAPE. The results show significant im-
provement over the competitive baselines in the tasks of verification
and clustering, especially when dealing with short utterances.
2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Embedding learning with triplet loss
Given a labeled training set {(xi ,yi )}, in which xi ∈ RD ,yi ∈
{1,2, ..,K }, embedding learning is a class of algorithmswhich learn a
function f (x ) ∈ Rh which maps an instance x into a h-dimensional
space. In this new embedding space, we want the intra-class dis-
tances d ( f (xi ), f (x j ))/yi = yj to be minimized and the inter-class
distances d ( f (xi ), f (x j ))/yi , yj to be maximized. By choosing
h << D, one can learn a projection to a space that is both distinctive
and compact. A major advantage of embedding learning is that the
projection f is class independent. Hence, embedding learning is
suitable for both supervised and unsupervised tasks.
To achieve such embedding, onemethod is to learn the projection
that optimizes the triplet loss in the embedding space. A triplet
consists of 3 data points: anchor point xa , positive point xp , and
negative point xn such that ya = yp and ya , yn . Following the
embedding goal, we would like the 2 points (xa ,xp ) to be close
together and the 2 points (xa ,xn ) to be further away by a margin
α in the embedding space. Formally, a triplet must satisfy:
d ( f (xa ), f (xp )) + α < d ( f (xa ), f (xn )),∀(xa ,xp ,xn ) ∈ T (1)
where T is the set of all possible triplets of the training set, α is the
margin enforced between the positive and negative pairs, and d is
the Euclidean distance in the embedding space. Subsequently, we
define the loss to be minimized as:
L ( f ) = 1|T |
∑
(xa,xp ,xn )∈T
l (xa ,xp ,xn , f ) (2)
in which
l (xa ,xp ,xn ; f ) = [d ( f (xa ), f (xp ))−d ( f (xa ), f (xn ))+α]+ (3)
In spite of its advantages, the triplet loss training is empirical and
depends on the training data, the initialization, and sampling meth-
ods. To guarantee good performance, one needs to make sure that
training data come from the same distribution of the test data [24]
or to train on a massive training dataset [30]. Hence, we tackle the
problem from the multimodal point of view by using a superior face
embedding network to regularize the speaker embedding space,
thus guiding the training process to a better minima.
2.2 Maximummean discrepancy (MMD)
MMD is a statistical test to quantify the similarity between two
distributions p and q on a domain X by mapping the data to a high
dimensional feature space. The observations X = x1, ...,xm and
Y = y1, ...,yn are drawn independently and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) from p and q respectively.
To test whether p = q, we first introduce a class of function F ,
which contains f : X → R, each f can be simply viewed as a linear
mapping function. From F , the measure of discrepancy between p
and q are be estimated as:














By defining F as the set of functions in the unit ball in a univer-
sal Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS), it was shown that
MMD[F ,X ,Y ] = 0 if and only i f p = q [15].
Let ϕ be the the mapping to the RKHS and k (·, ·) =< ϕ (·),ϕ (·) >
be the universal kernel associated with this mapping. MMD can be
computed as the distance between the mean of the two sets after
mapping each sample to the RKHS:
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Intuitively, the MMD between the distributions of two sets of ob-
servations is equivalent to the distance between the sample means
in a high-dimensional feature space. In practice, Gaussian or Laplace
kernels are often chosen as they are shown to be universal [31].
Originally proposed as a statistic measure between 2 distribu-
tions, MMD is widely used as the loss for domain adaptation[1, 11,
27]. Let xs be the samples from the source domain, xt be the sam-
ples from the target domain, and f s , f t be their respective feature
mapping functions. By minimizing MMD( f s (xs ), f t (xt )), one can
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minimize the discrepancy between the feature spaces learned from
the two domains, thus enhancing the performance on the target
domain using the knowledge from the source domain. In our work,
we adopted the same strategy after unifying the two embedding
spaces of faces and speaker turns respectively.
3 LEARNING SPEAKER TURN EMBEDDING
WITH CROSSMODAL ADAPTATION
In audio-visual (or any multimodal data in general) settings, data
contain 2 corresponding streams {(xAi ,xVi ,yi )}. Our goal is to use
the visual stream xVi and its embedding function f
V to assist learn-
ing the embedding function of the auditory stream xAi . The overall
scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1.
First, as shown in the experiments as well as in literature, the
face embedding f V can achieve significantly lower error than its
counterpart in the acoustic domain. Therefore f V is learned in-
dependently beforehand and is frozen during the speaker turn
embedding training process. In general any learning method can
be used as long as the embedding space is equipped with Euclidean
distance and shares the same final dimension with the acoustic
counterpart.
To learn the projection f A for speaker turn embedding, we define
a loss as the sum of two terms: the loss to learn the metric, and the
domain discrepancy loss. Concretely, we have:
L ( f A ) = LA ( f A ) + λLV→A ( f A ) (6)
As with f V , LA ( f A ) can be any loss to learn the embedding.
In this case we use the triplet loss, which can be defined from the
generic loss in Eq. 2 as:
LA ( f A ) = 1|TA |
∑





n ; f A ) (7)
Given that the two embedding spaces can be constrained to lie
within the same hypersphere, one can measure the discrepancy
between the distributions of face embedded features f V (xVi ) and
auditory embedded features f A (xAj ) using Eq. 5 as:
LV→A ( f A ) = MMD({ f V (xVi )}, { f A (xAj )}) (8)
Based on Eq. 8, our objective is to find an embedding which is
capable of inferring cross-domain statistical relationships when one
exists. Instead of trying to bind faces and voices of the same individ-
ual identity together as in coupled multimodal matching [20, 23],
minimizing Eq. 8 only regulates the statistical properties of the
whole population in an unsupervised fashion. This can be inter-
preted as a regularizing term in L ( f A ) to effectively use the em-
bedded faces to guide the speaker turn embedding. In practice, we
choose the associated kernel ϕ to be Radial Basis Function kernel,
i.e. k (u,v ) = exp(−d (u,v )2)/σ in Eq. 5.
4 EXPERIMENTS
We first describe the datasets and evaluation protocols before dis-
cussing the implementation details and the experimental results.
Our codes and models are publicly available1.
1https://gitlab.idiap.ch/software/CTL-AV-Identification
4.1 Datasets
REPERE [13]. This standard dataset features programs including
news, debates, and talk shows from two French TV channels along
with annotations available through the REPERE challenge. All seg-
ments with face and voice from the same identity are collected. The
resulting data is split into training and test sets, with 208 and 98
identities in each set respectively.
ETAPE [14]. This standard dataset contains 29 hours of audio-only
news broadcast. In this paper, we only consider the development
set to compare with state-of-the-art methods. Specifically, we use
similar settings for the ”same/different” audio experiments than
in [5]. The models learned with REPERE will be applied on ETAPE
to benchmark their generalization ability. From this development
set, 5130 1-second segments of 58 identities are extracted. Because
15 identities appear in the REPERE training set, we remove them
and retain 3746 segments of 43 identities.
4.2 Experimental protocols and metrics
Same/different experiments. Given a set of segments, distances
between all pairs are computed. One can then decide if a pair of
instances has the same identity if their (embedded) distance is below
a threshold. We can then report the equal error rate (EER), i.e. the
value when the false negative rate and the false positive rate become
equal as the threshold is varied.
Clustering experiments. From a set of all audio (or video) seg-
ments, standard hierarchical clustering is applied using the distance
between cluster means in the embedded space as merging criteria.
Each time 2 clusters are merged, we compute 3 metrics:
• Weighted cluster purity (WCP) [32] and entropy (WCE):
For a given set of clusters C = {c}, each cluster c has a
weight of nc , which is the number of segments within that
cluster. At initialization, we start from N segments with
weight 1 each. The purity and entropy are calculated for
each cluster and averaged to get WCP and WCE.
• Operator clicks index (OCI-k) [16]: This is the total number
of clicks required tomanually label all clusters. For 1 cluster,
besides 1 click to annotate segments of the dominant class,
then 1 extra click is needed to correct each erroneous track
of a different class. The cluster clicks are then added to
produce the overall OCI-k performance measure.
4.3 Implementation details
Face embedding. Our face model is built using the ResNet-34
architecture[17] trained on the CASIA-WebFaces dataset [34]. A
DPM face detector [10] is run to extract a tight bounding box around
each face with no further preprocessing except for random flipping.
ResNet-34 is first trained to predict 10,575 identities. After conver-
gence, the last layer is removed and the weights are frozen. Then
the last embedding layer with an embedding dimension of h = 128
is learned using the face tracks of the REPERE training set.
Speaker turn embedding. Our implementation of TristouNet con-
sists of a bidirectional LSTMwith the size of hidden states to be 32. It
is followed by an average pooling of the hidden state over the differ-
ent time steps of the audio sequence, followed by 2 fully connected
layers of size 64 and 128 respectively. As input acoustic features
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Figure 2: Hierarchical clustering evaluated on REPERE. (L)
weighted cluster purity. (R) weighted cluster entropy.
to the LSTM, 13 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) are
extracted with energy and their first and second derivatives.
All speaker turn embedding networks are trained using RMSProp
optimizer [33] with a 10−3 learning rate, a fixed α = 0.2, while
σ = 0.25,λ = 1.0 are chosen using validation on the training set.
Baselines. We compare our speaker turn embedding with 3 ap-
proaches: Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [8], Gaussian diver-
gence (Div.) [2], and the original TristouNet [5].
4.4 Experimental results
REPERE - Clustering experiment. We applied the audio (or
video) hierarchical clustering to the 629 audio-visual test tracks
of REPERE. Results are presented in Fig. 2. Face clustering with
Rn34-Emb clearly outperforms all speaker turn based methods. This
visual system is used as reference to show the significant difference
between the two domains. At the beginning, Div. merges longer
audio segments with enough data so it achieves higher purity. As
small segments get progressively merged, the performance of BIC
and Div. quickly deteriorate due to the lack of good voice statistics.
Our domain adaptation approach with MMD surpasses Tris-
touNet in both metrics, especially in the middle stages, when the
distances between clusters becomes more confusing. This shows
that the knowledge from the face embedding helps distinguishing
confusing pairs of clusters. The gap in WCE also means that our
embedding is also more consistent with respect to the inter-cluster
distances. We should note that in WCP and WCE, segments count
as one unit and are not weighted according to their duration as
done in traditional diarization metrics. This is one reason why tra-
ditional approaches BIC and Div methods appear much worse with
the clustering metrics. More experiments on full diarization are
needed in future works.
Tab. 1 reports the number of clicks to label and correct the clus-
tering results. Our MMD approach reduces the OCI-k by 17 from
the closest competitor in both the best case and with the ideal num-
ber of clusters. This in practice can decrease the effort of human
annotation by around 7.5%.
ETAPE - Same/different experiment. From the ETAPE develop-
ment set, 3746 segments of 43 identities are extracted. From these
segments, all possible pairs are used for testing and the EER is
reported in Tab.2. All of our networks with transferred knowledge
outperform the baselines. With short segments of 1 second, BIC
and Div. do not have enough data to fit the Gaussian models well,
therefore they perform poorly. By adapting from visual embedding,
we can improve TristouNet with a relative improvement of 3.7% of
EER. It is also important to note that our models are trained on an
independent training set (REPERE vs. ETAPE).
Table 1: Result of OCI-kmetric on the REPERE test set. ’Min
(# clusters)’ reportsminimumvalue ofOCI-k and its number
of clusters. ’At ideal clusters’ reports OCI-k at 98 clusters cor-
responding to 98 identities.
Min (# clusters) At 98 clusters
Rn34-Emb (V) 113 (113) 136
BIC [8] 451 (390) 525
Div. [2] 330 (289) 521
TristouNet [5] 216 (119) 226
MMD 202 (94) 209
Table 2: EER reported on all pairs of 3746 sequences in
ETAPE dev set.
BIC[8] Div.[2] TristouNet[5] MMD
EER 32.4 28.9 16.1 15.5
Table 3: Performance when training data are limited. EER is
reported on ETAPE dev set. OCI-k is reported on REPERE.
100% 60% 30%
[5] MMD [5] MMD [5] MMD
Min OCI-k 216 202 274 229 249 213
OCI-k@98 226 209 285 231 263 221
EER 16.1 15.5 19.1 18.41 16.86 16.52
Results with limited data. To benchmark the generalization of
our approach, the same verification and clustering protocols are
applied when the amount of training audio data is reduced and
reported in Tab. 3. In all cases, networks trained with MMD loss
achieves better figures. As the amount of training data decreases,
the performance of the audio-only system quickly deteriorates,
especially in clustering protocol. On the other hand, our visual
guided system is only affected slightly.When using only 60% of data,
MMD outperforms audio-only TristouNet in OCI-k by 45 points ,
i.e. reducing the manually effort by 16%. Interestingly, both systems
perform better with 30% of data than with 60%. One explanation
is that although there are fewer samples, they are more balanced
among identities.
5 CONCLUSION
Wehave presented a domain adaptation approach to improve speaker
turn embedding using knowledge from a source face embedding. By
optimizing the maximum mean discrepancy, our method exploits
the regularization of the two distributions of visual and auditory
features within the common hypersphere. The results show that
our methods improved speaker turn embedding in the tasks of ver-
ification and clustering. This is particularly significant in cases of
short utterances, an important situation that can be found in many
dialog cases, where backchannels and short answers/utterances are
very frequent. One additional advantage of our work is that each
modality can be trained independently with their respective data,
thus allowing future extension using advance learning techniques
or more available data. In the future, experiments with more com-
plicated tasks such as person diarization or large scale indexing can
be performed to explore the possibilities of each proposal.
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